
LEADERSHIP FOR AND WITH OTHERS

I ask for what I 
desire as we begin 
this topic

I pray that my entire 
being become open 
to God's grace

I imagine these texts 
being addressed to me, 
and note my response
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UNDERSTANDING CONFLICT - REFLECTION

“No one should be astonished that among us, weak and frail men, this difference of 
opinion should have arisen, since even the princes and apostolic pillars of the most holy 
Church, and many other holy men with whom we are in no way worthy to be compared, 
experienced a similar diversity of opinion and, at times, were in open conflict. They even 
left us a written record of their controversies. Well, then, since we too were of diverse 
opinion, we were anxious to find some course clearly indicated as the path to follow in 
offering ourselves as a holocaust to God, to whose praise, honor, and glory all our actions 
might be dedicated. Finally, we decided and resolved unanimously to devote ourselves to 
prayer, the celebration of the Holy Sacrifice and meditation, in a manner even more fervent 
than usual; and after we had diligently expended all human effort, we would then cast all 
our cares upon the Lord, trusting in Him who is so good and generous. He imparts His 
good spirit to everyone who petitions Him in humility and simplicity of heart; in fact, He is 
incredibly lavish in His gifts to everyone, never does He disappoint anyone. We were 
confident that He would in no way fail us, but since His kindness is without measure, He 
would assist us beyond our fondest hopes and expectations.”

The Deliberations of the First Fathers (1539)

“First, do not be afraid of tensions, because they make us grow; second, resolve tensions 
through dialogue, because dialogue unites, whether in the family or in a group of friends, 
and the path will be found to go on together, without losing one’s own identity; third, do 
not be too attached to tension because it will harm you.” [...] “Conflicts, discussions within 
the Church are desirable and, I dare say, even necessary, a sign that the Church is alive 
and that the Spirit is working and making out of it a dynamic body.”

Pope Francis

“So when you are offering your gift at the altar, if you remember that your brother or sister 
has something against you, leave your gift there before the altar and go; first be reconciled 
to your brother or sister, and then come and offer your gift.”

Matthew 5:23-24

 
 

Grace: That we appreciate that even in conflict God can reveal himself

What conflicts come to mind as I read the above excerpts? 
Do I feel invited to solve a current conflict I have?


